
HSM Baling Presses
Waste Management Solutions for Manufacturers and Retailers
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95% lbs

Save on waste costs with volume reduction!

Volume 
reduction up 

to 95%

Attractive price-
performance 

ratio

Perfect 
truck load

Easy-to-use Energy 
efficient

Bale weight 
up to 1,213 lbs

Due to their size, cost efficiency and capacity, the vertical 

baling presses HSM V-Press are incredibly well-suited for  

industry, manufacturers and retailers alike. 

With these compact baling presses you can reduce the  

volume of your on-site packaging material by up to 95%.

Baling presses for every application

HSM baling presses are the specialist solution for 

compressing waste materials by up to 95% into 

sorted, easily transportable bales. 

The product portfolio ranges from vertical and 

horizontal presses for the retail industry and   

manufacturers to shredder baler systems, PET/

UBC compaction technology and fully automat-

ic baling press systems for professional waste  

disposal companies. 

Regardless of the material, the volume or the  

location – HSM has the product you need.

Vertical Baling Presses Horizontal Baling Presses

Baling Press Systems PET-Systems
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Partnership
Our competent team will accompany you as  

partners in all phases – and all around the world. 

From consulting and project planning to delivery and 

assembly all the way to customer service.

Solutions to match your requirements
We can provide comprehensive on-site advice. 

Experienced specialists from our sales and project 

teams can determine the optimum solution for your 

requirements.

Reliability
Whichever solution you decide upon, you will

always choose innovative, reliable and highly efficient 

technology German engineered with HSM.

   Service
Our service experts will accompany you from 

installation, training and initial start-up to service and 

maintenance for smooth and efficient operation.
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The available doors:

 x  To fill the press, the upper half of the 

doors is swung to the right

 x Self-latching, closing technology

 x Automatic start of the pressing 

process after closing the door

 x  To fill the press, the upper half of the 

doors is folded down

 x The filling flap can then be used as 

storage and therefore facilitates 

filling

 x Particularly suitable for filling with 

small-sized material

 x Automatic start of the pressing 

process after closing the door

 x  To fill the press, the upper half of 

the doors is pushed down

 x Automatically opens after the 

compression process

 x Once opened upper edge of the gate 

can be used as storage and therefore 

facilitates the filling

 x Automatic start of the pressing 

process after closing the door

 x Easily operated

Double door Loading flap Sliding door

 x  Counter-rotating thread for quick 

opening and closing

 x Mounted at an ergonomic height

 x Easy to handle

 x Opening aid for expansive materials

Hand wheel door lock

Which baling press is the right one for your company?

The door lock:

HSM has always adhered to quality principles, whether 

in development and construction, production, project 

planning or service. All HSM plants are certified accor-

ding to DIN EN ISO 9001 and work towards the creation 

of long-lasting products that retain the value of the HSM 

brand long into the future. 

HSM quality 
”Made in Germany“

G

E R M A N
Y

M
ADE IN
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“The whole is more than the sum of its parts.” The 

combination of all detailed solutions means that each  

user reaps the maximum benefit. 

Longevity, economic efficiency, operator friendliness 

and durability – these are the typical benefits of 

each HSM baling press.

Spacer for optimum positioning 

of the pallet.

Sophisticated details

Massive press ram and extremely 

robust press plate guidance.

Optimized pressing

 x  Pressing procedure starts automatically  

upon closing the door.

 x Upon opening the door a security switch  

assures an automatic stop of the pressing  

procedure.

Convenient and secure automatic start

 x  Modern microprocessor control   

with membrane keypad and   

graphical display.

 x  Display of the respective current  

status. 

 x  Selectable programs for pressing  

plastic film or cardboard.

Data display and controller

(TorsionControlSystem)

prevents one-sided overcharge 

during the pressing procedure 

(HSM FP 3000 without HSM TCS). 

Integrated HSM TCS

Tape strapping for HSM V-Press 605, 610, 820 and 825. Wire strapping for HSM V-Press 860 

and 1160 standard and tape strapping optional – strapping can then be choosen as required.

Strapping

Putting our experience into every detail!
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HSM V-Press 605 eco HSM V-Press 610 eco

HSM V-Press 605

The entry-level model HSM V-Press 605 allows for the  

economical disposal of your packaging waste.  

 x Compact and sturdy design - small footprint

 x   Modern microprocessor controller with membrane keypad      

and text display  

 x Selectable programs for pressing cardboard or shrink wrap

 x Mechanical bale ejector

 x  HSM TCS (TorsionControlSystem) for monitoring press ram 

movement

 x Configuration: eco – double door with hand wheel door lock

Model HSM V-Press 605 HSM V-Press 610

Pressing power in tons 6 12

Motor in HP 2.0 5.1

Voltage / Frequency 480 V / 60 Hz 480 V / 60 Hz

Feed Opening W x H in inches 32“ x 20“ 32“ x 20“

Bale weight in lbs (depending on material) up to 150 up to 220

Bale size L x W x H in inches 32“ x 24“ x max. 24“ 32“ x 24“ x max. 24“

Cycle time in idle operation (theor.) in sec. 21 22

Press chamber size W x D x H in inches 31.5“ x 23.6“ x 41.1“ 31.5“ x 23.6“ x 41.1“

Dimensions of machine W x D x H in inches 47.2“ x 32.4“ x 78.2“ 47.2“ x 32.4“ x 78.2“

Machine weight in lbs 1,070 1,191

Strapping 3-fold with polyester tape 3-fold with polyester tape
 
Technical and design modifications reserved. All technical data and dimensions are approximate values.

Small footprint and easy installation Versatile and compact

HSM V-Press 610

The HSM V-Press 610 reduces the volume of cardboard 

or shrink wrap in an economical way.  

 x Low installation height and surface

 x  Special retaining claws optimize the compression of the  

pressing material, increasing both the loading volume 

and bale output

 x  Quick and easy press assembly

 x Mechanical bale ejector

 x  High process reliability due to HSM TCS  

(TorsionControlSystem) 

 x  Configuration: 

eco – double door with hand wheel door lock

*

  
* UL 508A Industrial Control Panels



HSM V-Press 820 plus HSM V-Press 825 plus
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HSM V-Press 825

The HSM V-Press 825 is characterized by its very low  

transport height. 

 x  Robust mechanical bale ejector belt for easy bale removal

 x  Special hydraulic cylinders with hard-chrome plated pistons 

reduce wear, prevent breakdowns and prolong  service life

 x Low installation height and small footprint

 x  High process reliability due to HSM TCS  

(TorsionControlSystem) 

 x  Configurations:  

plus – loading flap with hand wheel door lock 

 plus pro – sliding door with hand wheel door lock

HSM V-Press 820

Thanks to its powerful motor, its ergonomic design and its 

sophisticated and innovative technology. The HSM V-Press 

820 combines all of the advantages of a baling press into 

one machine. 

 x  State-of-the-art microprocessor controller and membrane-

keypad with LED display

 x Special retaining claws optimize the compression of the 

pressing material, increasing both loading volume and bale 

output

 x Quick and easy installation due to crossed cylinders

 x High process reliability due to HSM TCS 

(TorsionControlSystem)

 x Configuration: 

plus – loading flap with hand wheel door lock

HSM V-Press 820 HSM V-Press 825

18 25

6.7 6.7

480 V / 60 Hz 480 V / 60 Hz

47“ x 22“ 47“ x 21“

up to 550 up to 620

47“ x 31“ x max. 39“ 47“ x 31“ x max. 28“

23 39

47.3“ x 30.7“ x 55.1“ 47.3“ x 30.7“ x 51.2“

66.9“ x 42.3“ x 98.4“ 66.9“ x 41.2“ x 93.3“ (plus), 66.9“ x 49.1“ x 93.3“ (plus pro)

2,867 2,360 (plus). 2,668 (plus pro)

4-fold with polyester tape 4-fold with polyester tape

Technical and design modifications reserved. All technical data and dimensions are approximate values.

* UL 508A Industrial Control Panels

A strong disposal station Powerful and convenient

* *



HSM V-Press 860 plus BHSM V-Press 860 eco
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HSM V-Press 860

With a pressing power of 60 tons and employing low-noise and 

energy-saving technology, the HSM V-Press 860 is the most 

economical and ecological solution for your waste disposal.

 x Rapid stroke technolgy saves time and money 

 x    Special retaining claws optimize the compression of the 

 pressing material and reduce the number of loading actions

 x Comfortable, easy-to-use membrane keypad with text display 

which show the current status of the machine

 x  High process reliability due to HSM TCS  

(TorsionControlSystem)

 x   Configurations: 

eco – double door with hand wheel door lock 

plus – sliding door with hand wheel door lock 

HSM V-Press 860 plus B

The HSM V-Press 860 plus B produces bales with an optimal 

bale size for the American market.

 x Rapid stroke technolgy saves time and money

 x  Flexible and fixed retaining claws optimize material  

compression and reduce the number of filling processes

 x  High process reliability due to HSM TCS  

(TorsionControlSystem) 

 x  Convenient membrane keypad with text display which shows 

the current status of the machine 

 x  Solid press ram and extremely stable press ram guidance

 x Configuration: 

sliding door with hand wheel door lock

Model HSM V-Press 860 HSM V-Press 860 plus B

Pressing power in tons 60 60

Motor in HP 6.7 6.7

Voltage / Frequency 480 V / 60 Hz 480 V / 60 Hz

Feed Opening W x H in inches 47“ x 26“ 59“ x 26“

Bale weight in lbs (depending on material) up to 1,060 up to 1,213

Bale size L x W x H in inches 47“ x 31“ x max. 47“ 59“ x 31“ x max. 47“

Cycle time in idle operation (theor.) in sec. 25 25

Press chamber size W x D x H in inches 47.1“ x 30.7“ x 64.6“ 59.0“ x 30.7“ x 64.6“

Dimensions of machine W x D x H in inches
70.8“ x 42.0“ x 117.5“ (eco)
70.8“ x 49.1“ x 117.5“ (plus)

82.6“ x 49.0“ x 117.5“

Machine weight in lbs 4,190 (eco), 4,476 (plus) 5,151

Strapping
4-fold with wire / 
optional polyester tape

4-fold with wire / 
optional polyester tape

Technical and design modifications reserved. All technical data and dimensions are approximate values.
* UL 508A Industrial Control Panels

Economy and performance Optimized bale transport economy

* *



HSM V-Press 1160 plus
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HSM FP 3000

HSM V-Press 1160

60

6.7

480 V / 60 Hz

47“ x 26“

up to 1,213

47“ x 43“ x max. 47“

25

47.1“ x 43.3“ x 64.6“

70.1“ x 54.7“ x 117.5“ (eco)
70.1“ x 61.7“ x 117.5“  (plus)
5,351 (eco, plus)

4-fold with wire /
optional polyester tape

Most powerful

HSM V-Press 1160

With a maximum bale weight of 1,213 lbs strong pressing 

power and an absolutely high efficiency level, the HSM 

V-Press 1160 is the top of the line of the HSM V-Press series.

 x Rapid stroke technolgy saves time and money

 x High capacity press chamber means optimum filling  

efficiency

 x   Low-maintenance, sturdy hydraulics and hard-chromed 

 pistons ensure long service life

 x  Highly compressed bales which can already be marketed 

without requiring any further pressing

 x   High process reliability due to HSM TCS (TorsionControlSystem)

 x  Configurations: 

eco – double door with hand wheel door lock 

plus – sliding door with hand wheel door lock

 
Technical and design modifications reserved. All technical data and dimensions are approximate values.
* UL 508A Industrial Control Panels

Robust and reliable

HSM FP 3000

With a pressing power of 27.5 tons the HSM FP 3000 is  

excellently suited for pressing light metal and rolled hoop 

barrels.

 x Low height and small footprint

 x Press ram with spikes for opening the barrels and collector 

tray for residual liquid

 x Enclosed on all sides with inspection window for safety and 

dust reduction

 x Membrane key-pad with LED for operator safety

 x Automatic return stroke saves time, overheads and  

personnel costs

 x Low-maintenance and durable electro-hydraulics

Model HSM FP 3000

Pressing power in tons 27.5

Motor in HP 10.05

Voltage / Frequency 3 x 220 V / 60 Hz

Feed Opening W x H in inches 24.33“ x 42.99“

Barrel type / barrel size 

light metal and rolled 

hoops / up to 53

gallon drums

Cycle time in idle operation 
(theor.) in sec.

33

Dimensions of machine 
W x D x H in inches

46.0“ x 39.3“ x 113.9“

Machine weight in lbs 2,143

*
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This HSM solution reduces the space requirement for  

returned containers to approximately 25 to 30 percent of 

the original volume, also reducing the time required  

for disposal.

The special roller system perforates and crushes the con-

tainers. The sidewalls mesh into each other, making the 

reduction in volume permanent. Crushing has an additional 

advantage: deposit plastic bottles and cans are reliably 

invalidated.

HSM Plasic Bottle Crusher 1049 SA

Much more than the average plastic bottle crusher!

 x An efficient system for the volume reduction of plastic bottles

 x and cans down to 1/3 or 1/4 of the original

 x Crusher rollers made of specially hardened and ground steel, 

completely resistant to wear and very strong, for a long  

service life

 x A scraper system removes the compressed plastic bottles 

and cans from the crusher rollers to prevent blockages and 

downtime while clearing

 x A dosing shaft with integrated blades ensures that the plastic 

bottles and cans are fed reliably

 x Manual control of the machine via easy-to-use keypad with 

forward, reverse and stop functions

 x LED display provides information on the current status of the 

machine (ready, overload, door open, container full)

 x Automatic switch off after 2 minutes to save energy

 x The cutting head can also be used in combination with a  

deposit return machine. Further information on request.

 x Available for continuous operation

HSM Plastic Bottle Crusher 1049 SA

Model HSM Plastic Bottle Crusher 1049 SA

Motor in HP 2 / 4

Voltage / Frequency 110 V / 60 Hz // 3 x 480 V / 60 Hz

Throughput of plastic bottles / cans per cycle 50 – 70

Throughput per hour plastic bottles (1 liter) up to 2,400

Volume reduction at a ratio of 1:3 to 1:4

Working width in inches 19.29“

Bottle diameter in inches 2” - 4.75”

Machine dimensions (W x L x H) in inches 31.22” x 68.94” x 80.35”

Machine weight in lbs 507 / 635

All technical data and dimensions are approximate values. Technical and design changes reserved.

Crusher rollers made of specially
hardened steel

Plastic bottle original and crushed
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HSM CP 4988

Powerful compression makes compact plastic bottle bales!

 x Efficient plastic bottle recycling system to reduce the  

volume of empty plastic bottles by up to 90% and  

produce compact raw material bales

 x Low space requirement

 x Manual and automatic filling possible

 x Crusher rollers made of specially hardened and ground  

steel,impervious and sturdy – for a long service life

 x Scraper system removes the compressed plastic bottles 

reliably from the crusher rollers

 x Dosing shaft with several paddles ensures that the plastic 

bottles are reliably fed to the rollers

 x Automatic photoelectric control of the pressing process

 x Manual, 3-fold strapping with continuous polyester strap

 x Display to indicate “bale ready”

HSM CP 4988

The efficient plastic bottle recycling system reduces the  

volume of empty plastic bottles by up to 90% in one cycle  

and produces compact raw material bales.

A dosing shaft ensures that the bottles are drawn in securely

and achieves a throughput capacity of up to 4,000 (1 liter)  

bottles every hour. The drainage system discharges all residual 

fluid before pressing. With a pressing power of 11 tons, the

downstream baling press compresses the crushed bottles into

raw material bales with a weight of up to 220 lbs.

Model HSM CP 4988

Motor in HP 3.0 Crusher / 5.4 Press

Voltage / Frequency 3 x 220 V / 60 Hz

Throughput per hour plastic bottles (1 liter) up to 4,000

Working width in inches 19.29”

Loading height in inches 59.5“

Pressing power in tons 10

Bale weight in lbs (for 47.2“ in length) up to 220

Bale size (W x H x L) in inches 19.69” x 19.69” x 47.24”

Machine dimensions (W x L x H) in inches 39.0” x 150.6” x 70.9”

Machine weight in lbs 2,535

All technical data and dimensions are approximate values. Technical and design changes reserved.

The drainage system controls the
discharge of residual fluid 

Large loading hopper
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HSM HL 7009

Model HSM HL 7009

Pressing power in tons 71.4

Motor in HP 12.3 + 2.0

Voltage / Frequency 208 V / 60 Hz

Specific Pressing power in psi approx. 84.12

Cycle time of the lifting/tilting device in sec. 17

Cycle time in idle operation (theor.) in sec. approx. 47 (full stroke), 33 (part stroke)

Feed Opening (W x L) in inches 40“ x 39“

Bale size (W x H x L) in inches 43.3“ x 43.3“ x 47.2“

Bale weight in lbs, depending on material (with 47.42“ length) approx. 1,300

Dimensions of machine (W x D x H) in inches 235.91“ x 81.34“ x 94.25“

Required space for the machine including pivoting radius of the lifting/tilting
system (trolley) and pallet for the bale (W x D x H) in inches 235.91“ x 114.21“ x 117.13“

Machine weight in lbs approx. 16,317

Strapping, manual 4-fold horizontally with Quick-Link wire
Technical and design modifications reserved. All technical data and dimensions are approximate values.
* UL 508A Industrial Control Panels  // UL 73 Motor-Operated Appliances

HSM HL 7009

This very compact, horizontal working counterplate press 

is suitable for large disposal tasks in retail and in small to 

medium central storage facilities. The bales from an HL 7009 

have a cross-section of 43.31‘‘ x 43.31‘‘ and a bale length 

of 47.24‘‘ up to 1,300 lbs in weight, achieving an optimum 

truck capacity. With the large bales, you also save on han-

dling expenses. The integrated hydraulic lifting/tilting device 

significantly reduces the number of people required to com-

pact the recycling material. The HSM HL 7009 is a financial 

solution, and investment in them quickly pays off.

 x Very low space requirement thanks to compact and sturdy 

design

 x Compresses cardboard and shrink wrap

 x Especially large feed opening for bulky materials

 x Convenient filling via hydraulic lifting/tilting device

 x Position monitoring through sensor

 x Hydraulic counterplate for bale removal ensures optimum 

operating convenience and safety

 x Optimized bale dimensions and bale weights for efficient 

truck loading

 x High specific pressing power provides a high compression 

of the material and consequently an optimum truck load

 x Intuitive, multilingual operational guidance via graphic 

description

 x Pallet locking mechanism for safe bale removal

Compact horizontal baling press for retail chains

*
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Consumable materials

For continuous operation of your HSM machines.

Item  
number

Suitable for press models  
with standard equipment

Type Tensile 
strength

Length/
reel

Tape   
width

Weight/ 
reel

HSM6212 993 010 V-Press 605 / 610 / 820 / 825 WG 40   838 lbs 1,641‘ 0.45“   7.28 lbs

HSM6514 993 000 V-Press 860 / 1160 WG 55 1,477 lbs 1,314‘ 0.58“   9.92 lbs

HSM6216 993 000
CP 4988, Very expansive   
materials

WG 65 1,764 lbs 1,314‘ 0.68“ 11.69 lbs

HSM6216 993 050 Special applications HD 65 2,094 lbs 1,314‘ 0.64“ 15.65 lbs

Polyester tape

Item  
number

Item Weight/   
1000 pcs

HSM6127 990 101 Tape clamps 26.5 lbs

Tape clamps

Item  
number

Suitable for press models  
with standard equipment

Wire gauge/feet Weight/
roll

HSM6135 993 002 V-Press 860 10 Gauge / 12.0‘ 22 lbs
HSM6136 993 002 V-Press 1160 10 Gauge / 14.5‘ 22 lbs

Find out more about HSM environmental technology expertise

HSM is one of the leading manufacturers of baling presses and document shredders worldwide.

Get to know our whole product range at www.hsm.us and ask for our special catalog.

Simply call, email or send us a fax, we will be happy to help!

Technical and design modifications reserved. All technical data and dimensions are approximate values.

Single loop wire 

Quick-Link wire 

Item 
number

Suitable for press models Wire gauge/feet

HSM6236 993 145 HL 7009 10 Gauge / 14.5‘
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Explanations of the technical data:

Pressing power:  Cylinder piston surface multiplied by the maximum hydraulic pressure (theoretical value).

Motor:  Rated power of driving motor.

Voltage / Frequency:  Three-phase power supply.

Feed Opening:  Size of the opening through which material can be loaded.

Loading height:  Height from floor to loading edge.

Bale weight:   The bale weight varies depending on the type, humidity and condition of the  

compressed material and the bale length or height.

Bale size:   The height/length of the bales varies depending on the expansion force of the  

compressed material. The dimensions of the bales specified here correspond to the 

dimensions in the compaction chamber.

 Press chamber size:   The press chamber is the space below the press ram in the home position.

 Dimensions of machine:  External dimensions of the machine when set up for operation.

Transport height:  Height for moving to the installation site (without hand pallet truck).

Machine weight:  Net weight of the machine without packaging, loaded material or options.

Strapping:  The number of times the bales are strapped.

Technical details at a glance

Technical and design modifications reserved. All technical data and dimensions are approximate values.

Model Version Pressing 
power
in tons

Motor in HP Cycle time 
when idling 

(theor.) in sec.

Acoustic level 
in dB(A)

Bale size L x W x H  
in inches

Bale weight in lbs Strapping
x times

Feed Opening 
W x H in inches

Loading 
height  

in inches

Machine dimensions 
W x D x H  
in inches

Transport height
 in inches

Machine  
weight  
in lbs

HSM V-Press 605 eco 6 2.0 21 60.1 32“ x 24“ x max. 24“ up to 150 3 32“ x 20“ 26“ 47.2“ x 32.4“ x 78.2“ 78.2“ 1,070

HSM V-Press 610 eco 12 5.1 22 59.6 32“ x 24“ x max. 24“ up to 220 3 32“ x 20“ 26“ 47.2“ x 32.4“ x 78.2“ 78.2“ 1,191

HSM V-Press 820 plus 18 6.7 23 62.5 47“ x 31“ x max. 39“ up to 550 4 47“ x 22“ 38“ 66.9“ x 42.3“ x 98.4“ 78.4“ 2,867

HSM V-Press 825
plus 25 6.7 39 62.5 47“ x 31“ x max. 28“ up to 620 4 47“ x 21“ 38“ 66.9“ x 41.2“ x 93.3“ 68.3 (76.8“ *) 2,360

plus pro 25 6.7 39 62.5 47“ x 31“ x max. 28“ up to 620 4 47“ x 21“ 38“ 66.9“ x 49.1“ x 93.3“ 70.3 (76.8“ *) 2,668

HSM V-Press 860

eco 60 6.7 25 62.9 47“ x 31“ x max. 47“ up to 1,060 4 47“ x 26“ 43“ 70.8“ x 42.0“ x 117.5“ 84.3“ (85.4“ *) 4,190

plus 60 6.7 25 62.9 47“ x 31“ x max. 47“ up to 1,060 4 47“ x 26“ 43“ 70.8“ x 49.1“ x 117.5“ 84.3“ (85.4“ *) 4,476

plus B 60 6.7 25 62.9 59“ x 31“ x max. 47“ up to 1,213 4 59“ x 26“ 43“ 82.6“ x 49.0“ x 117.5“ 84.3“ (85.4“ *) 5,151

HSM V-Press 1160
eco 60 6.7 25 62.9 47“ x 43“ x max. 47“ up to 1,213 4 47“ x 26“ 44“ 70.1“ x 54.7“ x 117.5“ 84.3“ (85.4“ *) 5,351

plus 60 6.7 25 62.9 47“ x 43“ x max. 47“ up to 1,213 4 47“ x 26“ 44“ 70.1“ x 61.7“ x 117.5“ 84.3“ (85.4“ *) 5,351

HSM FP 3000 - 27.5 10.05 33 - - - - 24.33“ x 42.99“ - 46.0” x 39.3” x 113.9” 75.47“ 2,143

HSM HL 7009 - 71.4 12.3 + 2.0 47 (full stroke) - 43.3“ x 43.3“ x approx. 47.2“ up to 1,300 4 40“ x 39“ 235.91“ x 81.34“ x 94.25“ - 16,317

Model Throughput per
hour plastic

bottles (1 liter)

Throughput of
plastic bottles /
cans per cycle

Working
width in inches

Loading
height in inches

Pressing
power in tons

Bale weight in lbs
(for 47.2” in length)

Bale size
(W x H x L) in inches

Motor in
HP

Voltage / Frequency Machine dimensions
(W x L x H) in inches

Machine weight
in lbs

Strapping
x times

HSM 1049 SA up to 2,400 50 - 70 19.29“ - - - - 2.0 / 4.0
110 V / 60 Hz 

3 x 480 V / 60 Hz
31.22” x 68.94” x 80.35” 507 -

HSM CP 4988 up to 4,000 - 19.29“ 59.5“ 10 up to 220 19.69” x 19.69” x max. 47.24” 3.0 / 5.4 3 x 220 V / 60 Hz 39.0” x 150.6” x 70.9” 2,535 3
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Which is the right baling press for you?
It is not always easy to decide which is the right system for a

particular disposal task. We have specialists and dealers all over

the world who can analyze your needs on site and give you

detailed advice. Only then can you be sure that you 

will get the right baler to suit your specific 

requirements.

When does a baling press start paying for 
itself?
Are you wondering what financial benefits a baling

press might have over your existing disposal system?

We will calculate the costs you will save by using a

baling press rather than external disposal for your

individual situation.

What quality can I expect from HSM?
We build high-quality, reliable products to the highest

standards of German engineering. In order to meet

these standards, we produce the majority of

components ourselves and are certified according to

DIN EN ISO 9001.

How long is my warranty?
All our baling presses have a one-year warranty  

(in single-shift operation).

And if something does go wrong?
  We certainly won’t leave you alone. Our service guarantees

   personal support in all service issues – before and after

   purchase! Our agents and trading partners provide advice and  

   assistance in the US and many countries worldwide.

  HSM all-round service . . .
   ... ensures that you no longer have to worry about mainte-    

 nance prevention. HSM offers service contracts for every    

     need – for the long service life of your press and to save you     

        money.

      Leasing your baling presses?
       HSM provides you with the option of leasing your

       baling presses, which our sales team will be happy to

      give you more details about this option.

Experience HSM‘s quality and service!

Technical and design modifications reserved. All technical data and dimensions are approximate values.

* with tape station

Model Version Pressing 
power
in tons

Motor in HP Cycle time 
when idling 

(theor.) in sec.

Acoustic level 
in dB(A)

Bale size L x W x H  
in inches

Bale weight in lbs Strapping
x times

Feed Opening 
W x H in inches

Loading 
height  

in inches

Machine dimensions 
W x D x H  
in inches

Transport height
 in inches

Machine  
weight  
in lbs

HSM V-Press 605 eco 6 2.0 21 60.1 32“ x 24“ x max. 24“ up to 150 3 32“ x 20“ 26“ 47.2“ x 32.4“ x 78.2“ 78.2“ 1,070

HSM V-Press 610 eco 12 5.1 22 59.6 32“ x 24“ x max. 24“ up to 220 3 32“ x 20“ 26“ 47.2“ x 32.4“ x 78.2“ 78.2“ 1,191

HSM V-Press 820 plus 18 6.7 23 62.5 47“ x 31“ x max. 39“ up to 550 4 47“ x 22“ 38“ 66.9“ x 42.3“ x 98.4“ 78.4“ 2,867

HSM V-Press 825
plus 25 6.7 39 62.5 47“ x 31“ x max. 28“ up to 620 4 47“ x 21“ 38“ 66.9“ x 41.2“ x 93.3“ 68.3 (76.8“ *) 2,360

plus pro 25 6.7 39 62.5 47“ x 31“ x max. 28“ up to 620 4 47“ x 21“ 38“ 66.9“ x 49.1“ x 93.3“ 70.3 (76.8“ *) 2,668

HSM V-Press 860

eco 60 6.7 25 62.9 47“ x 31“ x max. 47“ up to 1,060 4 47“ x 26“ 43“ 70.8“ x 42.0“ x 117.5“ 84.3“ (85.4“ *) 4,190

plus 60 6.7 25 62.9 47“ x 31“ x max. 47“ up to 1,060 4 47“ x 26“ 43“ 70.8“ x 49.1“ x 117.5“ 84.3“ (85.4“ *) 4,476

plus B 60 6.7 25 62.9 59“ x 31“ x max. 47“ up to 1,213 4 59“ x 26“ 43“ 82.6“ x 49.0“ x 117.5“ 84.3“ (85.4“ *) 5,151

HSM V-Press 1160
eco 60 6.7 25 62.9 47“ x 43“ x max. 47“ up to 1,213 4 47“ x 26“ 44“ 70.1“ x 54.7“ x 117.5“ 84.3“ (85.4“ *) 5,351

plus 60 6.7 25 62.9 47“ x 43“ x max. 47“ up to 1,213 4 47“ x 26“ 44“ 70.1“ x 61.7“ x 117.5“ 84.3“ (85.4“ *) 5,351

HSM FP 3000 - 27.5 10.05 33 - - - - 24.33“ x 42.99“ - 46.0” x 39.3” x 113.9” 75.47“ 2,143

HSM HL 7009 - 71.4 12.3 + 2.0 47 (full stroke) - 43.3“ x 43.3“ x approx. 47.2“ up to 1,300 4 40“ x 39“ 235.91“ x 81.34“ x 94.25“ - 16,317

Model Throughput per
hour plastic

bottles (1 liter)

Throughput of
plastic bottles /
cans per cycle

Working
width in inches

Loading
height in inches

Pressing
power in tons

Bale weight in lbs
(for 47.2” in length)

Bale size
(W x H x L) in inches

Motor in
HP

Voltage / Frequency Machine dimensions
(W x L x H) in inches

Machine weight
in lbs

Strapping
x times

HSM 1049 SA up to 2,400 50 - 70 19.29“ - - - - 2.0 / 4.0
110 V / 60 Hz 

3 x 480 V / 60 Hz
31.22” x 68.94” x 80.35” 507 -

HSM CP 4988 up to 4,000 - 19.29“ 59.5“ 10 up to 220 19.69” x 19.69” x max. 47.24” 3.0 / 5.4 3 x 220 V / 60 Hz 39.0” x 150.6” x 70.9” 2,535 3



Gratis Hotline
DE, AT, IT, ES, BE, NL, LU
Tel. 00800 44 77 77 66

HSM Vertrieb Deutschland
deutschland@hsm.eu
 
HSM Vertrieb Österreich
austria@hsm.eu

HSM Vertrieb Schweiz
schweiz@hsm.eu 

HSM Verkoop België, Nederland,
Luxemburg
benelux@hsm.eu
 
HSM Commerciale Italia
italia@hsm.eu

HSM Ventas Portugal
iberia@hsm.eu

HSM (UK) Ltd.
14 Attwood Road / Zone 1
Burntwood Business Park
Burntwood · Staffordshire
WS7 3GJ
United Kingdom
Tel. +44 1543 272-480
Fax +44 1543 272-080
sales.uk@hsm.eu
www.hsm.eu

HSM Polska Sp. z o.o.
ul. Emaliowa 28
02-295 Warsaw
Poland
Tel. +48 22 862-2369
Fax +48 22 862-2368
handlowy@hsm.eu
www.hsm.eu

HSM of America LLC
419 Boot Road
Downingtown, PA 19335
USA
Tel. +1 484 237-2308
 +1 800 613-2110
Fax +1 484 237-2309
customerservice@hsm.us
info@hsm.us
www.hsm.us

HSM China Ltd.
Room 504, Building C
Hangcheng Guangchang
Nanfaxin Town
Shunyi District
Beijing, PRC, 101300
China
Tel. +86 10 61429168
Fax +86 10 61429169
info@hsm-china.cn
www.hsm-china.cn

HSM Técnica de Oficina y  
Medioambiente España, S.L.U.
Calle de José Echegaray, 10
28100 Alcobendas, Madrid
Spain
Tel. +34 91 103 4859
Fax +34 91 103 4858
iberia@hsm.eu
www.hsm.eu

HSM France SAS
Parc de Genève
240, Rue Ferdinand Perrier
69800 Saint-Priest
France
Tél. +33 472 210580
Fax +33 472 517481
france@hsm.eu
www.hsm.eu

HSM – the company  
Shredding and Compressing.

Contact us now! We are always glad to help.

Head office in Germany:

HSM GmbH + Co. KG · Austraße 1-9 · 88699 Frickingen / Germany 
Tel. +49 7554 2100-0 · Fax +49 7554 2100-160
info@hsm.eu · www.hsm.eu

HSM subsidiaries:E-mail / hotline:

Since 1971, HSM has been pursuing a clear strategy – a consistent commitment to “Made in Germany” quality.
This product and service quality is the key to our success in both the office technology and environmental technology 
business sectors. As a specialist in products and services for data protection as well as technologies for improving 
logistics and recycling processes, HSM is one of the world’s leading providers in these sectors.


